Set Up and User Guide
SM-343H RFID Locker Lock

Thank you for purchasing the SM-343H RFID Locker Lock. Please keep this short user
guide handy so that you can understand all the functions of this product.
Important Note: These locks can be installed on a door with a thickness of ≥11.5 mm.
What comes in the box?
Each lock is packaged in its own box that includes the follow parts:
1 x SM-343H RFID Lock Housing (Installed Inside Locker Door)
2 x Phillips wood screws to secure the housing
1 x SM-343H Reader (Installed Outside Locker Door)
2 x Multi-head screws to secure the cover plate to housing
1 x Latch Stopper
3 x Phillips wood screws to secure the housing
1 x Screw for Battery Cover
What is not included?
RFID Cards: You will need 2-6 pcs RFID Card for initial set up and ongoing lock
management. These can be purchased from SYNOMETRIX at time of order.
RFID Tags: No matter what type of locker lock system you purchase, your guests will
need an RFID wristband, key fob or card to open the locker. These can be purchased
from SYNOMETRIX at time of order.
Overview - Setting Up Your Locker System
There are two types of systems available for the SM-343H RFID Lock:
•

Standalone Fixed System: Numbered RFID wristbands are coded to operate on
a specific numbered locker. Guest is assigned a numbered locker and issued an
RFID card, wristband or key fob that opens/closes it.

•

Software Managed System: Guest is issued an RFID card, wristband or key fob
that is assigned to an available locker using a central software suite.

No matter what kind of system you install, SM-343H RFID Locker Locks are easy to set
up and manage. Before you begin an installation, here are a few things to consider:
1. Locker Numbering: Each locker door should have a number on its outside that is
visible to the guest. This normally comes in the form of an engraved plastic or metal
number plate or handle that is affixed to the outside of the locker door.
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2. Tag Numbering: For standalone fixed locks, 1-5 pcs of RFID tag (wristband, fob or
card) can be assigned to each lock. Most installations have the matching locker
number engraved into or written onto the tag. These can be purchased from
SYNOMETRIX at time of order.
Alternatively, a reusable plastic fob can be attached to the RFID tag with the locker
number on it, rendering it reusable should the wristband, card or fob break or be lost
by a guest.
Please consider how to handle broken straps on any wristbands that have been engraved.
Can you easily source a few new bands as replacements? Or is it better to buy the bands
blank and assign them to the locks when needed, attaching a number fob or writing the
locker number on the bands using a felt pen?
Not sure? Please contact us for a consultation, we are happy to help.

Two Part Set Up Before Installing the Locks onto the Doors
Part 1: Initialize the lock by setting the reset button
Load 3 AA alkaline batteries into the battery holder. Press the reset
button and hold it down until you hear a beep, see the red light flash and
hear a musical sound. The lock is now initialized, and all cards previously
programmed to the lock are deleted from memory.
Part 2: Set the Switches for Locking Mode and Allowed Number of Guest Cards
I.
Switch A: Choose (1) auto-locking or (2) manual locking.
Auto-locking is the default setting. This allows the lock to open
when the guest card is scanned and locks automatically 5
seconds later. Manual locking means the lock opens and closes
when the guest card is scanned.
II.
Switch B: Choose between (1) 5 pcs guest card per locker or
(2) 1 pc guest card per locker.
You can now install the lock, face plate and the latch stopper with the screws provided.
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Once the lock is properly installed, follow the instructions below to set up the Owner
Card, Master Card and Guest Tags.
1.

Owner Card (Maximum 1pc)
a) Program Owner Card: After initialization, scan the first RFID card near the
inductive area. The green light comes on, music sounds and the programmed card is
now the owner card.
b) Change Owner Card: Operate Step 1 initialization and then scan the RFID card
near the inductive area. The green light comes on, music sounds and the owner card
is changed.

NOTE: Only one owner card is allowed for each lock, but the owner card can be
programmed across many different locks. The owner card is used to program or delete
the master cards and cannot be used to lock or unlock. Keep the owner card in a safe
place and do not lose it.
2.

Master Cards (Maximum 5 pcs)

Master cards are used to program or delete a user card and can also be used to lock or
unlock the lock. When a lock is unlocked using a master card all user cards are deleted.
For convenient management the same 2 or 3 master cards can be used as the master
cards for all locks at one site. Alternatively, master cards can be set up for different zones
in your facility or assigned to handle members and guests separately.
a) Program Master Card: Scan the owner card near the inductive area. The music
sounds and the red and green lights will flash for 6 seconds. While the lights are
flashing scan an RFID card and that programmed card is now a master card. During
the red and green light flashing period up to 5 cards can be scanned as master cards.
b) Delete Some Master Cards: Scan the owner card near the inductive area, the
music sounds and the red and green lights will flash for 6 seconds. Scan the master
card during that period, and after the music and red and green lights stop flashing,
the master card is deleted.
c) Delete All Master Cards: Scan the owner card 3 times near the inductive area,
the music sounds and the red and green lights will flash. On the third scan a different
type of music sounds and the lights stop blinking. All master cards are now deleted
and all user cards are deleted.
d) Master Card Unlocking and Delete User Cards: Scan the master card near the
inductive area, the music sounds and the red and green lights will flash for 6 seconds.
A beep will sound and the green light comes on, the lock is now unlocked and the
users cards are deleted.
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3. User Cards (1 or 5 pcs per lock depending on chosen switch setting)
A user card (normally an RFID wristband or fob) is only used for locking or unlocking the
lock. Your choice of setting the locks to 1 user or 5 users depends on how you will use the
lockers in your facility. For example, is a locker randomly assigned to an individual who
visits your gym? Or does a family that has a membership get up to 5 pc of user cards?
a) Program User Card: Scan the master card near the inductive area, the music sounds
and the red and green lights flash. During blinking, scan the card again and the music
sounds and the green light flashes, now scan a RFID card, the music sounds and the
programmed card is now a user card. During the green light flashing period up to 5
cards can be programmed if the function is set to 5 pcs card mode.
b) Delete Some User Cards: Scan the master card near the inductive area, the music
sounds and the red and green lights will flash. During the blinking scan the master
card again, the music sounds and the green light will flash, scan the user card and a
different type of music sounds. The user card is now deleted.
c) Delete All User Cards: Scan the master card near the inductive area one. The music
sounds and the red and green lights will blink for 6 seconds. The lock is now unlocked
and the user cards are deleted.
d) User Card Unlocking: Scan the user card, the music sounds and green light comes
on, the lock is unlocked.
e) User Card Auto-locking: Scan the user card near the inductive area, the music
sounds and the green light comes on. The lock is now unlocked. 5 seconds later the
music sounds and the red light blinks and the lock is automatically locked.
f)

User Card Manual-locking: In unlocked status, scan the user card near the
inductive area, the music will sound and the red light blinks and the lock is locked.

4. Lock Functions
a) Light Indication in Locked Status: When the lock is locked a red light flashes
every 6 seconds to indicate the lock is in use.
b) Illegal Card Alarm: Scan any unauthorized card 6 times and the lock will sound
an alarm for 20 seconds. During the alarm period use an authorized opening card
to terminate the alarm.
c) Anti-picking Alarm: If the latch is pressed or picked by force the lock will sound
an alarm for 20 seconds. During the alarm period an authorized opening card will
terminate the alarm.
5. Alarm Functions
a) Alarm OFF: In locked status (latch out) scan the owner card near the inductive
area, lights will flash and then press the latch until 2 beeps sound. The alarm
function is now cancelled and set to silent mode.
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b) Alarm ON: In locked status (latch out) scan the owner card near the inductive area,
lights will flash and then press the latch until 1 beep sounds. The alarm function is
resumed again and set to alarm mode.
c) Low Battery Alarm: When the operating voltage is at or below DC 4.5, scan the
opening card, the green light comes on and the lock is unlocked. Music will play to
signal a low battery and the battery must be replaced with a new one.
d) Emergency Unlocking: If the battery is completely dead use a 9V battery to
connect to the 2 contacts on the lower part of the front panel and scan the opening
card to unlock the lock.

6. General Specifications
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Operating Frequency: 13.56 MHz or customized with minimum order quantity
Operating Temperature: -15 ～+55℃
Operating Humidity: 20 ～95%RH
Supported Standards: ISO 14443 (MIFARE) or custom
Power: 3 AA Batteries
Read Distance: Up to 5 cm
Housing: Zinc Alloy + ABS
Lock Outer Dimensions: 124 mm x 36 mm x 15 mm
Inside Lock Housing Dimensions: 125 mm x 65mm x 20mm
Weight: 200g
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